
*  NEXT GEN ANALYSIS *

Next Gen Analysis ™   
delivers analysis graphics 
with style, and comes with 
AI powered automatic set 
up and assisted keyframing.  
Your fans will appreciate 
how quickly you can now 
enhance your in depth 
sports analysis.

*  EASY & AFFORDABLE *

Bringing high quality 
analysis to all sports, Tactic  
Lite delivers great looking 
3D analysis graphics 
complete with support for 
tablets and Touchscreens. 
Upgrading is simple, so this 
is a great way to get started 
in the world of telestration

*  LIVE VIRTUAL GFX  *

Perfect for live insertions 
and virtual advertising 
graphics that are tied to the 
field of play.
Integration with camera 
tracking technology 
ensures timing and 
sponsorship graphics move 
in sync with the live action.

*  NEWS  *

Easy to use and designed 
for live news and current 
affairs presentations. 
Operators can quickly build 
stories from video clips, web 
pages and documents. Use 
a touchscreen or tablet live 
on air for broadcasting or 
onto video walls.

Premium 
Sports Telestration

Entry Level 
Sports Telestration

Live Broadcast 
Sports Telestration

News 
Telestration 

Prices start from 
£11,000

NDI HD - £11,000, annual
SDI HD - £16,500, annual

SDI UHD - £18,700, annual

Prices start from 
£4,995

NDI HD - £4,995, annual
SDI HD - £7,150, annual

SDI UHD - £9,350, annual

Prices start from 
£9,000

NDI HD - £9,000, annual
SDI HD - £14,500, annual

SDI UHD - £16,700, annual

Prices start from 
£3,995

NDI HD - £3,995, annual
SDI HD - £6,600, annual

SDI UHD - £8,800, annual

SPORTS NEWS



Pro Lite Live Draw

Automatic AI Assisted Pitch 
Calibration

Calibrate your graphics to the camera perspective with a single click
✔ ✖ ✖ ✖

Automatic AI Assisted Player 
Tracking 

Automatic detect players and motion paths to accelerate operations
✔ ✖ ✖ ✖

Timeline editing Advanced control of timing of events within and analysis. ✔ ✖ ✖ ✖

Camera morph Seamlessly morph the view from one camera angle to another. ✔ ✖ ✖ ✖

Multi Camera Analysis Add analysis to multicam clips. Place graphics on one camera angle, 
then cut to another angle with same graphics. ✔ ✖ ✖ ✖

Composite Graphics Combine tools and add them to your customized workflow ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔

Presenter / Tablet Control Presenter able to interact using a touch screen monitor or tablet ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔

Internal Clip Support Use internal clips, and layoff completed sequences with added graphics ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔

Automatic Keying Single click or automatic Chroma Keying and Segment Keying ✔ ✔ ✔ ✖

2D/ 3D Graphics Palette Range of shapes and arrows, that match camera perspectives ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Quick Track Track camera movement with one click to allow graphics to stay 
anchored to position on pitch surface. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✖

Metrics Distance/Speed/Angle graphics. ✔ ✖ ✖ ✖

Graphics on moving video Graphics stay on screen and track as the video clip plays. ✔ ✖ ✔ ✖

Graphics over live video feeds Key graphics over live video feeds and track with the action  ✖ ✖ ✔ ✖

Camera tracking integration Integrate with camera head tracking systems  ✖ ✖ ✔ ✖

Live timing graphics Graphics that show event timings keyed over the action  ✖ ✖ ✔ ✖

Add Web pages to sequences Use webpages as sources for your live touchscreen presentations  ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔

Or contact us:
sales@rtsw.co.uk
+44 (0)20 7384 2711

Typical hardware spec: PC - HP Z2. Windows 10
(see website for full details) Processor – i5 12600k (10 cores, 3.7GHz)

Memory – 16GB DDR5 4800
Drive - HP Z Turbo Drive M.2 1TB TLC SSD
SDI Video - AJA Kona 1 (optional)
GPU - Nvidia RTX A4000

Available from our store now:
https://rtsw.co.uk/shop/

mailto:sales@rtsw.co.uk
https://rtsw.co.uk/shop/

